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STRASBOURG: The European Union yesterday proposed
steps to force social networks and websites to remove ter-
rorist propaganda within an hour of receiving the order
from authorities, or companies like Facebook and Twitter
could face massive fines. The legislation proposed by
European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker
marks a toughening approach after Brussels had relied on
internet firms to voluntarily remove such content. The
internet has become a major tool for extremists carrying
out attacks that have killed hundreds of people in
European cities in recent years.

“Europeans rightly expect
their Union to keep them safe,”
Juncker told the European
Parliament in his annual state of
the union speech. “This is why
the Commission is today pro-
posing new rules to get terrorist
content off the web within one
hour-the critical window in
which the greatest damage is
done.” The EU’s executive arm
said that in January alone, nearly
7,000 new pieces of propaganda disseminated online
from the Islamic State group, even as it has been driven
out of most of its strongholds in Iraq and Syria. The com-
mission proposal calls for a “legally binding one-hour
deadline” for firms to remove terrorist content once
national authorities order them to do so.

Voluntary efforts ‘not enough’
It defines the content as that which incites or advocates

committing terror offences, promotes a terror group’s
activities or offers instructions for attacks. But it also pro-
vides for means of judicial redress in the event a content
provider disagrees with an order. “Member States will

have to put in place effective, proportionate and dissuasive
penalties for not complying with orders to remove online
terrorist content,” the commission said. “In the event of
systematic failures to remove such content following
removal orders, a service provider could face financial
penalties of up to four percent of its global turnover for
the last business year.”

The EU joined forces with US-based tech firms in 2016
to combat online extremism. Until now, Brussels had
pushed for the industry to regulate itself, but EU officials

have for more than a year giv-
en mixed reviews to firms like
Facebook, Twitter, Microsoft
and Google’s YouTube. “While
we have made progress on
removing terrorist content
online through voluntary
efforts, it has not been
enough,” EU Security
Commissioner Julian King said
in a statement. “We need to
prevent it from being uploaded
and, where it does appear,

ensure it is taken down as quickly as possible-before it can
do serious damage.”

‘New alliance’ with Africa
Meanwhile, European Commission head Jean Claude

Juncker yesterday called for a “new alliance” with Africa
that would create millions of jobs and include a free trade
deal. His call came as European countries are struggling to
find a united solution to slow the flow of African migrants
crossing the Mediterranean, mainly to Spain and Italy, in
search of a better life. “We should move the many trade
agreements between Africa and the European Union
towards a continent-to-continent free trade agreement,”

Juncker told the European Parliament during his annual
State of the Union speech.

A new economic partnership between the two conti-
nents “would create up to 10 million jobs in Africa in the
next five years alone,” he said. He said that the EU’s rela-
tions with Africa must no longer be seen “from the sole
perspective of development aid”. “Africa does not need
charity, it needs a balanced partnership and Europe needs

this partnership just as much,” he said to MEPs. The mes-
sage was also intended for African capitals where
European governments are eager for tighter cooperation
in encouraging migrants to stay at home.

Also, the European Parliament yesterday approved a
controversial EU copyright law that hands more power to
news and record companies against internet giants like
Google and Facebook. — Agencies
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News in brief

Priests abused thousands
BERLIN: More than 3,600 children were sexually
assaulted by Catholic priests in Germany over nearly
seven decades, local media reported yesterday, citing a
study commissioned by the German Bishops
Conference. The damning report, which Cardinal
Reinhard Marx is to present officially on September
25, deals another blow to the Church after clerical
child abuse has been uncovered worldwide. According
to the study, 1,670 clergymen in Germany committed
some form of sexual attack against 3,677 minors
between 1946 and 2014, Spiegel Online reported.
Most of the victims were boys. More than half were 13
years old or younger at the time of the abuse, the
study concluded after examining 38,000 documents
from 27 German dioceses. The study also noted that
some records had been “destroyed or manipulated”,
warning therefore that the scale of the abuse may be
even greater. — AFP

Sweden charges doctor 
STOCKHOLM: Swedish prosecutors yesterday
charged a Spanish doctor with sexually abusing 52
child patients, including several counts of aggravated
rape between 2015 and 2017. The 29-year-old is
accused of having assaulted a total of 70 patients,
including 18 adults, while working in several hospitals
and health facilities in Sweden. Prosecutors claim the
doctor, who has been held in custody since December
2017, had examined child patients’ genitals in cases
when it was “medically irrelevant”. The children were
aged between two and 12. In four of the cases, “the
crime should be deemed aggravated by (the doctor’s)
recklessness against the child’s young age and abuse
of his position,” prosecutors said in the charge sheet.
The man, who denies the charges, is also accused of
filming some of the assaults, and of possessing child
pornography. — AFP 

Hungarian jailed for life 
BUDAPEST: A Hungarian man was sentenced to life in
prison yesterday after a court found him guilty of det-
onating a bomb in Budapest in 2016 that seriously
injured two police officers. The Metropolitan Court in
Budapest convicted 24-year-old Laszlo Gergely P of
attempted murder, misuse of explosive materials, and
preparing an act of terrorism. According to the judge,
the defendant-who must serve a minimum of 25 years
behind bars and pay legal costs of 340,000 euros
($390,000) - had no prior criminal record and acted
alone in the September 24 explosion. Investigators had
called the incident “an execution attempt” on two
police officers who recovered from life-threatening
injuries caused by the explosion but have both suf-
fered permanent hearing damage. The pair had been
on foot patrol in downtown Budapest when the home-
made, shrapnel-packed device was detonated nearby
by the defendant via remote control. — AFP 

The Brexit rebellion
LONDON: Leading Brexit supporters yesterday
denied reports they were maneuvering to remove
Prime Minister Theresa May - while stepping up
opposition to her plan to withdraw Britain from the
EU. Up to 50 of May’s Conservative MPs held a
meeting late Tuesday at which they reportedly openly
discussed how to unseat her, amid anger over her
proposal to keep close trade ties with the European
Union after Brexit. “There’s a great deal of anxiety
among colleagues in parliament,” former Brexit minis-
ter Steve Baker, who chaired the meeting said. He said
however he personally was no part of any leadership
challenge, while another MP who attended said only
five or six MPs openly discussed removing May. The
meeting was held by European Research Group
(ERG) of MPs, which is outlining alternatives to the
prime minister’s plan. — AFP 
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‘President of the 
rich’ Macron tackles 
poverty problem
GRIGNY: Emmanuel Macron may have declared war on
poverty, but in the poorest towns of France there is little
love lost for the ex-banker slammed by critics as a “presi-
dent of the rich”. Just south of the gleaming architectural
treasures of Paris lies Grigny, a town emblematic of
entrenched urban poverty in a country that spends more
on social benefits than any other in Europe. The statistics
on Grigny’s massive housing estates, a jump-off point for
newly-arrived immigrants from west Africa and elsewhere,
make for grim reading.

Nearly 45 percent of the town’s 30,000 residents live
below the poverty line, surviving on less than 1,000 euros
($1,150) a month. Unemployment is chronic and most teens
drop out of high school before their final exams. Last year,
a fire in one of the grim tower blocks of Grigny 2 - one of
Europe’s biggest housing complexes, with 17,000 resi-
dents - exposed the fact that slum landlords had crammed
some 80 people into six squalid apartments. Another
estate, Grande Borne, is notorious as the site of an attack
on police in 2016 when youths firebombed officers in their
car, badly burning two of them.

Situated 25 kilometers from central Paris, Grigny is the
kind of place that shouts “no-go zone” to US President
Donald Trump. But it is more drab than dangerous. Cafes
and supermarkets are few and far between. The only stores
doing a roaring trade in the dilapidated shopping centre are
money transfer centers where migrants queue to send cash
home. Towns like this will be on Macron’s mind when he
launches a highly anticipated plan Thursday to reduce the
ranks of the poor in France, which have swelled by a million
to nine million since the financial crisis a decade ago. A self-

described centrist, he has attracted criticism over his 16
months in power that his policies — including tax cuts for
the wealthiest - have left the poor behind. France spent 57
billion euros on welfare in 2016 and Macron has expressed
frustration at the “crazy amounts of dough” spent on bene-
fits without producing results. The biggest problem, he
argues, is “inequality of opportunity”. “Depending on where
you are born,” he told lawmakers in July, “your fate is often
sealed.” His plan focuses on boosting social mobility and
early intervention, by for example providing free school
breakfasts for children living in poverty.

‘Social apartheid’ 
In Grigny, even Macron critics like the Communist may-

or Philippe Rio agree that local children need all the help
they can get. Only 25 percent of students pass the high
school exam that paves the way to university - far below
the national average of 80 percent. Rio wrote to Macron
after he was elected last year, pleading for financial aid for
a suburb he says is the victim of “social apartheid”. A few
months later, 150 French mayors descended on Grigny to
condemn cuts in government funding to municipalities that
they said would hurt the poorest. 

Rio expects few improvements from the poverty plan,
coming from “a government whose very DNA is anti-soli-
darity”. A large majority in Grigny voted for Macron in the
second round of last year’s presidential election, mainly to
block his far-right rival Marine Le Pen. But residents feel
he has done little to improve their lot. “At the time I was
really pro-Macron. I voted for someone young, dynamic,
charismatic — who promised things and made you want to
do something,” says mother-of-two Odile Kitenge, direc-
tor of an association that helps women find work. These
days Kitenge feels “disillusioned”, saying the government
has “clearly been abandoned” Grigny.

Practical solutions
An energetic 29-year-old who wears two rings in her

nose and her hair in a colorful head-wrap, Kitenge is the
kind of self-starter that Macron champions. Born to

Congolese parents who were rarely around — her mother
was a cleaner and her father a security guard - she
crashed out of school and dabbled in petty crime before
straightening herself out and finishing her studies. She
thinks practical help, like more spaces in the creche, would
greatly boost employment in Grigny. Juliette Perchais, a
French teacher at Grigny’s worst-performing middle
school, believes solving many of the town’s deep-rooted
problems would require radical change. Last year the 29-
year-old crowdfunded a trip around the world, visiting
innovative schools from Sweden to India. She came back
brimming with ideas - but more aware than ever that
France’s teachers are woefully equipped to deal with kids
whose parents juggle several low-paid jobs. Some parents
struggle to communicate in French, let alone help with
homework. Aside from inadequate teacher training,
Perchais thinks Grigny’s problem is one of disastrous
urban planning that has left poor immigrants ghettoized.
“It’s not right that in our school we only have students with
the same living standards and ethnic origins,” she said. “It
really feels like we’ve been locked away.” — AFP 

Top spy under 
spotlight amid 
rise of German 
far-right
BERLIN: Secret services typically work away from the
limelight, but Germany’s top domestic spy Hans-Georg
Maassen has repeatedly crashed into the public eye, with
his latest outing pitting him directly against Chancellor
Angela Merkel. After anti-migrant protests rocked the
eastern city of Chemnitz, Merkel firmly condemned a “hunt
against foreigners” backed by videos circulating on social
media. But Maassen, 55, in an interview with Germany’s
top-selling daily Bild last week, challenged the authenticity
of at least one of the videos, sparking uproar. For critics,
Maassen’s claim played into the hands of the far-right and
his attitude was viewed as symptomatic of a domestic
intelligence service riddled with far-right sympathizers.

As pressure mounted on him to prove the video was a
fake, Maassen denied questioning its authenticity and said
his quarrel was with how the original poster on Twitter had
oversold it as a “hunt against people” which he thought
was intended to inflame tensions. He is due to be grilled by
two parliamentary committees later, and the leader of the
Social Democratic Party Andrea Nahles has suggested he
should step down. The episode has also reopened uncom-
fortable questions over a service that for long has strug-
gled to escape a lingering whiff of the far-right.

Maassen in August 2012 took over at the Federal Office
for the Protection of the Constitution (BfV) after his pred-
ecessor was forced to quit as it emerged the service had
shredded files on suspects of the deadly neo-Nazi cell
NSU. As BfV chief, Maassen leads an agency charged with
collecting and evaluating information on efforts to harm
the democratic order or which jeopardise Germany’s inter-
ests. But among his key tasks following the NSU scandal
was also to restore public confidence in an institution
accused of being too lax with the far-right threat and too
heavy-handed on extreme left activism.

Married to a linguist from Japan, Maassen was born in
Moenchengladbach close to the Dutch border. He headed

the interior ministry’s counter-terrorism team before being
appointed domestic spy chief. Recognizing that wars
are increasingly waged in cyberspace, the former
lawyer quickly boosted the BfV’s digital armoury. He
has also repeatedly warned against Russian cyber-
espionage, including raising eyebrows when he told a
parliamentary inquiry that he thought NSA whistle-
blower Edward Snowden was actually a Russian agent.
But he came under intense pressure following the
attack at a Berlin Christmas market in 2016 when
Tunisian failed asylum applicant Anis Amri drove a
truck into crowds. According to media reports ,
Maassen wrongly claimed his service had no agent in
Amri’s circles, even though it had a source at a mosque
the Tunisian frequented.

But it is his handling of the AfD that has proved most
controversial, particularly as he was known to share the
far-right party’s opposition to Merkel’s decision in 2015 to
keep Germany’s borders open to asylum seekers. Despite
repeated calls for the BfV to formerly place the AfD under
surveillance, Maassen has refused to do so. A former AfD
member has also accused him of having met repeatedly
with the party’s leaders to advise on how to avoid being
placed under surveillance - an allegation Maassen and the
far-right group have denied. — AFP

Cancer in Europe: 
More cases but 
fewer deaths
LONDON: The number of cancer cases has contin-
ued to rise across Europe, however mortality rates
from the disease have fallen, according to the World
Health Organization’s “European Health Report”, pub-
lished yesterday. Some 2.4 percent of people living in
the 53 countries constituting the WHO’s “Europe
region” had cancer in 2014, a 50 percent increase
since 2000, although the figure conceals significant
disparities in cancer type and region.

In the Nordic countries of Sweden, Norway,
Finland, Denmark and Iceland, the prevalence of can-
cer is twice as high at five percent, while it is only 1.8
percent in the 10 post-Soviet states that comprise the
CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States), which
includes Belarus, Georgia and Russia. The 2013 figure
in the European Union was 2.8 percent, with a slightly
higher prevalence for women (2.9 percent) than for
men (2.7 percent).

New breast cancer cases increased by 30 percent
between 2000 and 2014, when 110 new cases were
reported per every 100,000 women. The rise is con-
stant throughout the region, with the Nordic countries
recording the most new cases with 175 per 100,000
women in 2014. Although breast cancer has become
more common, it has also been better treated. Death
rates from the disease have steadily decreased in the
region since the late 1990s, reaching 20 deaths per
100,000 women in 2015 (21.4 in the EU), compared to
23.8 in 2000 (26.8 in the EU). Cases of cervical cancer
have varied from country to country over time. Rates
declined slowly in the EU (12 per 100,000 women in
2014, a 12.5 percent fall since 2000), while steadily
increasing in the CIS (17.8 per 100,000 in 2014, a 23
percent rise since 2000). Cervical cancer death rates
have halved in the EU since the 1970s, with three
deaths per 100,000 women in 2015. — AFP

PARIS: French President Emmanuel Macron waits for the
arrival of the Swiss president at the Elysee Palace in Paris
yesterday. — AFP 

BERLIN: Hans-Georg Maassen (left), President of the domestic
intelligence service of the Federal Republic of Germany
(Bundesamt fuer Verfassungsschutz, BfV), leaves after a hear-
ing in front of a parliamentary control panel yesterday. — AFP 

STRASBOURG: Members of the European Parliament take part in a voting session during a plenary session at
the European Parliament yesterday in Strasbourg, eastern France. — AFP 


